This report looks at the following areas:

- The impact of COVID-19 on sales via coffee shops and cafés
- How the working at home trend has influenced consumer coffee shop behaviour
- What the top brands/locations are for buying hot drinks among Irish consumers
- The threat posed by fast food and in-store coffee kiosks to the wider coffee shop and café sector
- The importance of environmental concerns to consumers when buying hot drinks.

COVID-19 has taken a heavy toll on the coffee shop and café sector, with lockdowns preventing many from operating, while lingering fears relating to virus exposure have seen consumers visit these establishments less frequently – particularly to dine in. Furthermore, greater working at home behaviour has impact the potential lunchtime and breakfast markets, as consumers eat these meals more at home.

Environmental issues surrounding single use takeaway cups continues to be a hot issue for consumers, with many supporting levies on single-use cups and showing strong support for reusable vessels to be used.

“COVID-19 has taken a huge toll on the overall foodservice sector, limiting the ability of coffee shops and cafés to operate in 2021. Despite this, Irish appetite for coffee and other hot drinks remains high, while issues surrounding single use takeaway cups remain an important issue.”

– Brian O’Connor, Senior Consumer Analyst
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- Improved comfort levels using foodservice
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- Shorter lunches driving convenience requirement
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NI cafés and coffee shops see boost from Spend Local Initiative

Global coffee supply issues push prices up
Figure 19: How consumers rate their current personal financial situation, NI and RoI, 2018-21

Single-use cups still an issue as 22,000 are used every hour in Ireland

COVID-19 sees consumers hesitant to reuse cups
Figure 20: Agreement with statements relating to COVID-19 and product hygiene, 2020

Levy on single-use cups expect early 2022
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Ethical human claim the most popular ethics claim in the coffee market
Figure 21: ethical claims for coffee and RTD coffee drinks, Iol, 2017-21*
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Consumers seek functional coffee drinks to get through the winter months
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At-home coffee drinks lead to increased demand for premium products
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Coffee retailers extend their reach through supermarket retailers
Figure 25: Locations where consumers typically buy drinks from, NI and Rol, 2021

Consumers become more attentive to the in-store experience
Figure 26: Consumer attitudes towards coffee shops, NI and Rol, 2021
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The Consumer – What You Need To Know

- Roll consumers prefer independent coffee shops
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- Single-use cups a hot issue
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Figure 47: Selective diets consumers are currently adhering to, RoI and NI, 2021

- **Strong competition from fast food and in-store kiosks**

Figure 48: Agreement with statements relating to coffee from fast food and in-store kiosks, NI and RoI, 2021
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